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Abstract17

The assimilation of cloudy and rainy microwave observations is under inves-18

tigation at Météo-France with a method called ’1D-Bay+3D/4D-Var’. This19

method consists of two steps: (i) a Bayesian inversion of microwave observa-20

tions and (ii) the assimilation of the retrieved relative humidity profiles in a21

3D/4D-Var framework. In this paper, two estimators for the Bayesian inver-22

sion are used: either a weighted average (WA) or the maximum likelihood23

(ML) of a kernel density function. Sensitivity studies over the first step of24

the method are conducted for different degrees of freedom: the observation25

error, the channel selection and the scattering properties of frozen hydrom-26

eteors in the observation operator. Observations over a two-month period27

of the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Microwave Imager (GMI)28

on-board the GPM-Core satellite and forecasts of the convective scale model29

Application of Research to Operations at Mesoscale (AROME) have been30

chosen to conduct these studies. Two different meteorological situations31

are analysed: those predicted cloudy in AROME but clear in the observa-32

tions and, on the contrary, those predicted clear in AROME but cloudy in33

the observations.Main conclusions are as follows. First, low observational34

errors tend to be associated with the profiles with the highest consistency35

with the observations. Second, the validity of the retrieved profiles varies36

vertically with the set of channels used. Third, the radiative properties used37
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in the radiative transfer simulations have a strong influence on the retrieved38

atmospheric profiles. Finally, the ML estimator has the advantage of be-39

ing independent of the observation error but is less constrained than the40

WA estimator when few frequencies are considered. While the presented41

sensitivities have been conducted to incorporate the scheme in a data as-42

similation system, the results may be generalized for geophysical retrieval43

purposes.44
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1. Introduction46

In the mid-1990s, satellite observations began to be assimilated into Nu-47

merical Weather Prediction (NWP) models using radiative transfer codes.48

However, only clear-sky observations could be processed due to the non-49

linearity of the required observation operators, the non-normality and large50

variances of representativeness retrievals and other issues listed in Errico51

et al. (2007). A next step has been to assimilate information from cloudy52

and rainy microwave radiances. Early studies focused on the assimilation53

of satellite-derived rainfall rates and showed significant improvements in54

weather forecasting (Treadon et al. 2002 ; Marécal and Mahfouf 2002 ; Hou55

et al. 2004 ; Mahfouf et al. 2005 and Hou and Zhang 2007). These methods56

required different algorithms to convert satellite radiances in rain amounts57

for each instrument and were therefore abandoned in favor of a gradual tran-58

sition towards the use of raw brightness temperatures. Then, in 2005, the59

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) started60

to assimilate both cloudy and rainy microwave radiances of the Special61

Sensor Microwave / Imager (SSM/I) instrument thanks to a 1D+4D Var62

method (Bauer et al. 2006a, 2006b ; Geer et al. 2010, 2017). Such ap-63

proach required the development of fast radiative transfer modeling with64
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scattering processes, together with their linearized versions, for variational65

data assimilation. In 2009 this methodology was replaced by a direct assim-66

ilation method accounting for model and representativeness errors and also67

led to better results in their 4D-Var system (Geer and Bauer 2010, 2011).68

69

Bayesian inversions have a long history in being used for extracting in-70

formation on atmospheric hydrometeors from microwave observations (e.g.71

Kummerow et al., 1996). Building on this heritage, a method named ’1D-72

Bay+3D-Var’ to assimilate cloudy and rainy microwave observations, was73

first used at Météo-France with ground based weather radar reflectivities74

(Caumont el al. 2010; Wattrelot et al. 2014). This method seeks to retrieve75

an optimal relative humidity profile, from an observation and short-term76

forecast profiles in its vinicity, thanks to a Bayesian inversion. Then re-77

trieved profiles of relative humidity are assimilated into a 3D-Var system.78

This variable was preferred over the assimilation of the specific humidity and79

temperature profiles in order to directly impact the saturation of the atmo-80

sphere and modulate cloudiness in the forecast, as well as to facilitate the81

specification of observation errors. Among the advantages of this method82

with respect to direct assimilation of cloudy and rainy radiances, which is83

now more commonly used in the NWP context (Geer et al., 2017), one can84

mention that : (i) it does not rely on tangent linear and adjoint versions85
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of the observation operator, (ii) it does not suffer from the zero-gradient86

problem and can generate a cloud where no cloud is present in the first87

guess by saturating the atmosphere. A potential drawback of the method88

is that the retrieval to be assimilated can be correlated with the first guess89

but to a smaller extent than with a 1D-Var+4D-Var (Geer et al., 2008)90

thanks to a mitigation strategy further explained in Section 3. The Japan91

Meteorological Agency (JMA) successfully implemented a similar method,92

with a 4D-Var system, to operationally assimilate observations from space-93

borne radars (Ikuta and Honda, 2011 ; Ikuta, 2016). More recently, studies94

have been undertaken at Météo-France with the use of the 1D-Bay+4D-Var95

method with satellite radiances from the Sondeur Atmosphérique du Profil96

d’Humidité Intertropicale par Radiométrie (SAPHIR) instrument on-board97

the Megha-Tropiques satellite (Roca et al. 2020). This water vapor sounder98

has 6 frequencies all centered around the 183 GHz and is currently assimi-99

lated in the Action de Recherche Petite Echelle Grande Echelle (ARPEGE)100

global operational NWP model at Météo-France (Courtier et al. 1991) only101

in clear-sky areas (Chambon et al. 2015). Preliminary results show that102

cloudy and rainy SAPHIR observations improve wind, temperature and rel-103

ative humidity forecasts in the ARPEGE model (Duruisseau et al. 2019).104

These improvements result from the assimilation of retrieved relative hu-105

midities at four different pressure levels. These encouraging studies lead106
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to a desire of extending the method to all microwave instruments. Since107

the 183 GHz frequency only probes solid hydrometeors, the use of a wider108

range of microwave channels will allow to observe liquid hydrometeors as109

well. The present paper therefore focuses on generalizing the results of Du-110

ruisseau et al. (2019) to a larger set of frequencies, as well as investigating111

various sensitivities of the Bayesian inversion.112

In February 2014, the Global Precipitation Measurement Core Observatory113

(GPM-Core) satellite mission was launched to provide a new standard for114

nearly global measurements of liquid and solid precipitation from the Trop-115

ics to the Mid-latitudes (Hou et al. 2014). To that end, it was equipped116

with two instruments: the Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) with117

two frequencies (13.6 and 35.55 GHz) and the GMI radiometer. The latter118

is a microwave radiometer with a wide range of frequencies sounding water119

vapor as well as solid and liquid hydrometeors. ECMWF started to directly120

assimilate GMI clear and cloudy radiances into the 4D-Var system in 2017121

(Lean et al. 2017 ; Geer et al. 2017). The Global Modeling and Assimila-122

tion Office (GMAO) of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration123

(NASA) started the all-sky assimilation as well in July 2018 (Kim et al.124

2020). Météo-France assimilates GMI radiances as well, but in clear sky125

conditions only.126

Due to its frequency diversity, the GMI instrument is well suited to study127
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the extension of the ’1D-Bay + 3D/4D-Var’ method to all microwave in-128

struments and complement the preliminary studies done with SAPHIR. The129

present paper describes sensitivity studies regarding the first step of this130

method, the Bayesian inversion, with the GMI instrument. This inversion131

involves several parameters for which the impact of their prescribed values132

must be evaluated in order to improve the method.133

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the NWP data and134

the GMI observations selected to perform the sensitivity studies, section 3135

presents the Bayesian inversion method and the metrics used to evaluate its136

retrieved results. In section 4 are shown sensitivity results of the inversion137

on three degrees of freedom: (i) the specification of the observation error, (ii)138

the channel selection and (iii) the specification of radiative transfer scatter-139

ing properties within the observation operator. Finally, section 5 provides140

a number of conclusions from the sensitivity studies with recommendations141

on future activities.142

2. GMI Data and NWP System143

2.1 Satellite radiances144

The level 1B products of the GMI instrument (GPM GMI L1B ATBD,145

2016) have been chosen for conducting the sensitivity studies to be de-146
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scribed hereafter. This radiometer is on-board the Low Earth Orbiting147

satellite GPM-Core Observatory which is orbiting around the Earth at an148

altitude of 407 km on an inclined orbit of 65◦ with respect to the Equator.149

The GMI instrument is characterized by a comprehensive set of channels,150

summarized in Table 1, from 10.65 to 183.31±7 GHz. The dataset of inter-151

est spans a two-month period from September 1st to October 31th, 2017.152

From this dataset, only a geographical domain over the North Atlantic153

Ocean is selected, corresponding to the domain of the NWP limited area154

model described in the next section.155 Table 1

The channels have different footprint sizes that have been remapped on156

a common grid to simplify the inversion. Hence, the raw Level 1B data157

have been superobbed onto a regular lat/lon grid at 0.1◦ deg resolution,158

compatible with the effective resolution of the NWP model used in this159

study.160

2.2 Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model161

At Météo-France, the convective-scale NWP model AROME (Application162

of Research to Operations at Mesoscale) is used operationally over numer-163

ous geographical domains with forecasts ranging up to 48 hours (Seity et al.164

2011). This model has a non-hydrostatic spectral dynamical core, explicitly165

resolving deep moist convection; and is characterized by a finite difference166
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representation on the vertical with a discretization on 90 levels from the167

surface to 10 hPa. In the midlatitudes, Météo-France operates AROME168

over Western Europe at 1.3 km horizontal resolution; this version is ini-169

tialised with a 3D-Var data assimilation system (Brousseau et al. 2016)170

and forced on its lateral boundaries with forecasts from the Météo-France171

global model ARPEGE. In the Tropics, Météo-France operates AROME at172

2.5 km horizontal resolution over five geographical domains covering sev-173

eral French Overseas territories. This tropical version, noted afterwards174

AROME-OM, does not have a dedicated data assimilation system in oper-175

ations yet. Instead, the AROME-OM versions are initialised with ECMWF176

analyses every 6 hours. The full description of the AROME-OM system can177

be found in Faure et al. (2020).178

In this paper, the AROME-Antilles version, one of the AROME-OM models179

has been chosen, it covers the geographical domain [ 10.4◦ N to 22.45◦ N ;180

67.8◦ W to 52.2◦ W]. Even though the horizontal resolution of computation181

is on a 2.5 km grid, numerical models typically have an effective resolution182

three to four times larger than the original grid (Ricard et al. 2013). This183

leads to a typical effective resolution of 10 km which roughly corresponds to184

the chosen 0.1◦ superobbing resolution for GMI observations. The selected185

GMI superobbed observations are collocated with a 3-hour range AROME186

forecast, using a ± 90 min time tolerance, with the objective to build up187
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a 3-hour 3D-Var for AROME in a future study. Note that the results pre-188

sented below are robust of a change of the first guess forecast range (not189

shown).190

191

2.3 Observation operator192

The observation operator used in the NWP model AROME in order to193

simulate brightness temperatures is the Radiative Transfer for TIROS Op-194

erational Vertical sounder code (RTTOV, Saunders et al. 2018). Within195

RTTOV, a module named RTTOV-SCATT, taking into account the scat-196

tering effect by hydrometeors based on the Delta-Eddington approximation,197

allows to simulate observations from microwave sensors within clouds (Bauer198

et al. 2006 ; Geer and Baordo, 2014). This study considers the version 12199

of RTTOV-SCATT to simulate GMI’s Brightness Temperatures. Radiative200

properties necessary to simulate scattering effects from hydrometeors are201

listed in Table 2.202 Table 2

Regarding the radiative properties of snowfall, Geer and Baordo (2014)203

showed that within the context of the ECMWF model, the best compro-204

mise across the different microwave frequencies affected by scattering was to205

choose the particle size distribution proposed by Field et al. (2007) together206

with the single scattering properties of a sector snowflake. This configura-207
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tion is selected to be the baseline for the present study. The other particle208

shapes from the scattering database of Liu (2008) are also considered in the209

sensivity studies described below.210

3. Method211

3.1 Bayesian Inversion212

The first step of the ‘1D-Bay+4D-Var’, based on the Bayes’ theorem, per-213

forms a one dimensional retrieval of the atmospheric state, based on ob-214

servations and on prior information from a short-term forecast also named215

First-Guess (FG). The retrieved state includes hydrometeors as well as hu-216

midity and temperature profiles.217

Considering a set of observations yo (GMI radiances), one wants to com-218

pute the probability to estimate the true state of the atmosphere: P (x =219

xtrue|y = yo). The xtrue vector is the ‘real’ atmospheric profile. Thanks to220

the Bayes theorem, this probability can be rewritten as:221

222

P (x = xtrue|y = yo) ∝

P (y = yo|x = xtrue)P (x = xtrue)

In practice, it is assumed that observation errors and FG (prior) errors are223
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not correlated and follow a Gaussian distribution i.e.:224

P (y = yo|x = xtrue) ∝ e−
1
2
(yo−H(x))tR−1(yo−H(x))

Where H is the observation operator, which simulates brightness tempera-225

tures from an atmospheric profile, i.e. H(x) = y and R is the covariance226

matrix of observation errors. Several assumptions are made to simplify the227

R matrix: (i) a unique value is considered for the variances and noted σ2
228

in the following, (ii) the off-diagonal terms are set to zero, neglecting the229

interchannel correlations. This experimental R matrix is a first approach230

to be further improved in the future to take into account better the speci-231

fications of each frequency.232

233

To estimate xtrue, one needs to define a database of atmospheric profiles234

for which P (x = xtrue|y = yo) values can be computed. The database used235

in the Bayesian inversion is made of FG profiles within the vicinity of a236

given observation. To limit error correlations between the retrieved profile237

and the first guess, which could be problematic for assimilation (Errico et238

al., 2007 ; Geer at al., 2008), the model profile at observation location is239

removed from the inversion database. It is assumed that these profiles have240

high P (x = xtrue) values because they are consistent in terms of weather241

regime with the meteorological situation of interest. In addition, the oc-242
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currence and intensity of the cloud and precipitation profiles are assumed243

to be similar in the FG database and in nature. Therefore, the probability244

P (x = xtrue) can be represented by the relative number of occurrences of245

profiles xi in the database, i.e. by 1/n, where n is the size of the selected246

database. Several mathematical estimators of xtrue can be considered. In247

this study, we focus on two of them: either by selecting the x atmospheric248

state which is associated with the highest value of P (x = xtrue|y = yo). Such249

an estimator is used at JMA (Ikuta and Honda, 2011) and was used as well250

at Météo-France with airbone cloud radar observations and provided good251

results (Borderies et al. 2018). This estimator is known as the Maximum252

Likelihood estimator and noted hereafter ML.253

Another estimator is the expected value (mean) using the full database as254

a source of information (Caumont et al. 2010), leading to the following255

expression: xret =
n∑

i=1

x.P (x = xtrue|y = yo), where xret is the retrieved256

atmospheric profile from which we then extract the relative humidity profile.257

In that case, the mean estimator is a weighted average of the FG profiles258

available in the database:259

xret =

n∑
i=1

wixi

n∑
i=1

wi
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With

wi = e

d∑
j=1

(− 1
2
[yo,j−Hj(xi)−bj ]

tR−1[yo,j−Hj(xi)−bj ])

,

where i corresponds to a given profile in the inversion database (therefore260

not including the first guess as explained above), j a given channel within261

the selected ones, d the number of channels selected for the inversion and bj262

a clear sky bias correction between the FG and the observations previously263

computed for each GMI frequencies over a two-month period (not shown).264

The values can be found Table 1. This estimator is noted hereafter WA for265

weighted average.266

267

3.2 Definition of sensitivity studies268

The mathematical expressions of the probabilities in the Bayesian inversion269

include several tunable parameters: (i) the specification of observation er-270

rors, (ii) the channel selection, (iii) the specification of radiative properties271

within the observation operator and (iv) the definition of the database. In272

addition, for each parameter, the choice of the estimator (WA or ML) may273

lead to a different result as well.274

275

The database for each inversion consists of 625 atmospheric columns within276

a 250×250 km2 square surrounding each observation (25 × 25 profiles) ; the277
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atmospheric columns are taken from 3-h forecasts of the AROME-Antilles278

model. Enlarging the database or changing the forecast range do not sig-279

nificantly modify the retrieval results (not shown); therefore, the sensitivity280

experiments hereafter focus only on the first three parameters.281

282

Table 3 summarizes the range of values for the three different degrees of283

freedom of interest. The experiments have been designed to change a single284

parameter at a time from a reference configuration and examine the impact285

of each of them. The set up of the reference configuration has been chosen286

to be close to the GMI Noise Equivalent Delta Temperature (Ne∆T ) and as287

well as to be consistent with previous studies for the observation error spec-288

ification of the Bayesian inversion (Guerbette et al. 2016 and Duruisseau et289

al. 2019). A single value of observation error was selected for all channels290

for simplicity, and limit the numbers of sensitivity experiments. However,291

it is likely that optimal observation errors would vary from one channel to292

another and could be derived with dedicated diagnostics (e.g. Desroziers et293

al., 2005). Desroziers et al. 2005 first diagnostics performed (not shown)294

indicate that observation errors explored for the sensitivity study range be-295

tween 1K ad 20K (see table 3). The set up is also based on the willingness296

to use the full capability of the GMI sensor for the channel selection, and297

based on the literature for the specification of the radiative transfer model298
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(Geer and Baordo, 2014).299

300 Table 3

Note that the 10 GHz channels have been excluded from the study because301

the 0.1◦ superobbing resolution is not consistent with its coarser resolution302

(20 × 30 km). Furthermore, radiative transfer modelling of this particular303

frequency is known to suffer from deficiencies (Lean et al. 2017).304

3.3 Metrics used for evaluating the inversions305

The Bayesian inversion described before is designed to assimilate microwave306

radiances in clouds and precipitating systems. To identify these regions, a307

scattering index based on the normalized difference of brightness tempera-308

tures (Bt) between the two polarisations of the 37 GHz frequency is chosen309

(Petty and Katsaros, 1990; Petty, 1994, Geer and Bauer, 2010). Its expres-310

sion is given by:311

P37 = 1− Bt37v −Bt37h

Bt37vClear −Bt37hClear

With BtClear corresponding to the brightness temperatures simulated with-312

out taking into account the hydrometeors. This index can be computed313

both for the observations and the FG. In the case of observations, the de-314

nominator is taken as the same as for the FG (Geer and Bauer, 2010). A315

clear scene is assumed when P37 is below of 0.3 (Geer and Bauer, 2010)316
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and a cloudy scene is assumed when it exceeds this threshold. In this study,317

two situations are considered: a situation named FGclearOcloud where the318

profiles taken into account are clear in the FG but cloudy in the observa-319

tions and the opposite situation named FGcloudOclear containing the cloudy320

profiles in the FG but clear in the observations. These two situations are321

critical in all-sky assimilation because they have the potential to correct for322

large prediction errors. They will also allow to examine how the Bayesian323

inversion can moisten or dry the FG when the retrievals are assimilated.324

For the two-month period, each category contains 3218 and 8440 observa-325

tions respectively for the FGcloudOclear and FGclearOcloud (see Table 4). The326

number of meteorological scenes not treated in this paper is given in Table 4.327

328 Table 4

The results are compared in two different spaces: the model space and the329

observation space. Hence two different metrics are defined:330

- The first one compares the brightness temperatures simulated with the331

retrieved profiles against GMI observations. The differences of brightness332

temperatures are examined in terms of correlation coefficient, bias and stan-333

dard deviation of their distributions. Note that when the same channels334

are used within the inversion and in the comparisons, the derived statis-335

tics should not be seen as an independent validation. This evaluation can336

be considered as a sanity check similar to the examination of analysis de-337
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partures in a variational contex that should be reduced with respect to338

background departures.339

- The second one compares the retrieved relative humidity profiles to the340

FG relative humidity profiles. The differences of relative humidities are341

examined in terms of mean and standard deviation of their distributions.342

4. Results from sensitivity studies343

4.1 First-Guess Statistics344

In order to correctly interpret the results of the Bayesian inversion, the di-345

agnostics between the simulated FG brightness temperatures and the GMI346

observations are calculated over the two-month period for the FGcloudOclear347

scenes (Figures 1-i) and the FGclearOcloud scenes (Figures 1-ii). Figure 1-a348

shows the correlation coefficients between the simulated FG brightness tem-349

peratures and the GMI observations. These correlations range from 0 to 0.4350

for the FGcloudOclear scenes. The 23.8V GHz and 183.31±7 GHz channels351

have the highest values whereas the 36.64V GHz and 89H GHz channels,352

on the contrary, have the lowest coefficients. For FGclearOcloud scenes, the353

coefficients never exceed 0.6. The 23.8V GHz channel has the highest value354

and the 89H GHz channel has the lowest one. This may be explained by the355

sensitivity of the 23 and 89 GHz frequencies to water vapour in addition to356
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cloud, precipitation and the surface.357

358

The bias of the distribution for the scenes FGcloudOclear is positive for the359

low frequencies and negative for the high frequencies and ranges from -18 K360

to 50 K. For scenes FGclearOcloud the bias is negative for the high frequencies361

and positive for the low frequencies and ranges from -45 K to 23 K. The362

sign of the bias changing between low and high frequencies is the result of363

the scattering effects which becomes stronger than the absorption/emission364

effects as the frequencies increase and are therefore in agreement with the365

scenes studied. For both scenes the biases of frequencies with horizontal366

polarization are degraded with respect to the vertical polarization. This367

problem is likely linked to the difficulty to simulate surface emissivity and368

the impossibility to simulate oriented particle emissivities for both polar-369

izations within the RTTOV radiative transfer code.370

The standard deviation for scenes FGcloudOclear ranges from 7 K to 30371

K and is generally higher for horizontally polarized channels. For scenes372

FGclearOcloudy the same behavior is observed with a standard deviation373

ranging between 5 K and 30 K.374 Fig. 1

The following section examines the results of sensitivity studies on obser-375

vation errors, channel selection and radiative properties used within the376

observation operator.377
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4.2 Sensitivity to observation error378

a. Case study379

The GMI instrument observed hurricane Maria in the Atlantic Ocean on380

September 18th, 2017. A cloudy observation represented by the cross in381

Figure 2-f and located in the core of this hurricane is considered. Due to382

errors in the prediction of its track and its structure by AROME, the model383

state at the same location corresponds to an atmosphere with much less384

clouds and precipitation. The weights of a neighborhood defined by 625385

profiles in a 250 × 250 km2 box have been calculated and represented by386

black boxes for different values of the observation error σ: 1 K, 2 K, 5 K,387

10 K and 20 K respectively in Figures 2-a, b, c, d and e. In this figure,388

the black boxes are filled according to the magnitude of their normalized389

weight. It appears that a large weight is given to a single profile for the 1,390

2 and 5 K observation errors (Figures 2-a to 2-c) but when larger errors are391

considered, other profiles have a significant weight (Figures 2-d to 2-e).392 Fig. 2

For this particular case, the differences between the two estimators WA393

and ML are illustrated by the cumulative probability distribution, plotted394

as a function of relative humidity (Figure 3). The distributions are shown395

for a single level at 713 hPa (corresponding to AROME level 51). The396

impact of specifying a larger observation error can be noticed: the larger397

the observation error is, the more skewed the distribution is, towards dryer398
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values of relative humidity. The change in this distribution does not affect399

the ML estimator which always leads to a saturated atmosphere. But this400

affects the WA estimator which decreases towards less saturated amounts401

because of the long tailed distribution of probabilities.402 Fig. 3

Figures 4 and 5 show the retrieved atmospheric profiles with the WA and ML403

estimators, respectively for 1 K and 20 K errors. In both methods and for404

both errors, a low precipitating cloud layer is added to the first guess profile405

and the upper layer cloud is thickened with increased falling snow. As a406

result, the brightness temperatures simulated with the retrieved profiles are407

much closer to the observations in both cases. Like for relative humidity, the408

other atmospheric profiles are almost identical for the 1 K error for WA and409

ML, but strongly differ for 20 K. In particular, the retrieved cloud fraction410

for 20 K slowly decreases from 1 to 0 from 100 hPa to 1000 hPa. This411

retrieved of cloud fraction profile is not representative of AROME cloud412

fraction climatology which simulates frequently sharp binary profiles.413 Fig. 4

Fig. 5

b. General results414

In this section, five experiments with the observation errors σ set to 1 K,415

2 K, 5 K, 10 K and 20 K are intercompared over the 2-month period.416

Statistics between retrieved and observed brightness temperatures for both417

FGcloudOclear and FGclearOcloud scenes are shown Figure 6.418
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419

Regarding the correlation coefficients between retrieved and observed bright-420

ness temperatures, the FGcloudOclear scenes lead to correlation values always421

higher than 0.7 (Figure 6-i-a). They are also higher for the smallest obser-422

vation errors. In the case of 1 K and 2 K, the correlations are above 0.9423

for all channels. For the FGclearOcloud scenes, one can notice that the cor-424

relation coefficients are characterized by larger variations across channels425

compared to the FGcloudOclear scenes. This makes sense because in the426

FGcloudOclear case, no hydrometeor content is observed, so, in this case,427

the window channels are directly sensitive to the surface. In the case of428

FGclearOcloud, the expected retrieval is cloudy and precipitating and the429

correlations obtained with the different channels reflect the quality of the430

retrieval either for the liquid or the ice phase. Overall the correlations are431

always smaller for the low frequencies than for the higher ones. This in-432

dicates that the retrievals are of lower quality for liquid precipitation than433

for solid precipitation. This may be a result of the physics of the model,434

which may have difficulty in propagating realistic information about the liq-435

uid hydrometeor content when model profiles contain solid hydrometeors.436

Regarding the variations of the correlation with the observation error speci-437

fication the conclusions are similar to the FGcloudOclear scenes: larger values438

are found with smaller observation errors. Overall, the correlation coeffi-439
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cients are significantly improved compared to the correlation coefficients of440

the first-guess (FG) (Figure 1).441

Regarding the bias of retrieved brightness temperatures, the values are442

rather small for the FGcloudOclear scenes (Figure 6-i-b), typically below 2 K.443

This means that the retrieval technique is well constrained for those scenes444

and does not create large biases. On the contrary for the FGclearOcloud445

biases, Figure 6-ii-b shows that the bias can reach -40 K for σ = 20 K.446

For smaller observation errors, like 1 K or 2 K, the biases are limited to447

values ranging between 5 K and -10 K. If these results are compared with448

the initial innovations of Figure 1, it can be seen that the biases are reduced449

regardless of the observation error used. The improvements are quite large450

for FGcloudOclear scenes since there is almost no bias for each observation451

error. For FGclearOcloud scenes, the improvements are less important but452

still significant.453

Regarding the standard deviation of the brightness temperature differences454

for FGcloudOclear scenes shown in Figure 6-i-c, it appears that the standard455

deviation increases with the observation error. The standard deviation never456

exceeds 5 K with an observation error of 1 K but can exceed 10 K for457

an observation error of 20 K. For the FGclearOcloud scenes, the standard458

deviations have very similar values, except for the high frequencies and the459

20 K observation error case.460
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The differences of results for observation errors can be further explained.461

Larger observation errors allow the retrievals to remain close to the FG462

values (i.e. far from observations) and thus to produce a weighted aver-463

age of profiles with either too low or too much hydrometeor contents. The464

vicinity of observations being mostly composed of clear atmospheric pro-465

files (see Table 4), the profile retrieved from the weighted average will be466

further influenced by clear profiles. The result will be to retrieve an atmo-467

spheric profile with a simulated brightness temperatures further clear than468

the observation. The example of Figure 5 illustrates such behavior. On the469

contrary, a low observation error will consider atmospheric profiles rather470

close to the observation and the retrieved profile will be less influenced by471

the difference in number between clear and cloudy scenes in its vicinity.472

473 Fig. 6

The retrieved profiles of relative humidity are compared to the FG profiles474

(analysis increments) in terms of bias and standard deviation statistics and475

displayed in Figure 7. The mean values for FGcloudOclear scenes, Figure 7-i-476

a, are negative for all observation errors which means that the assimilation of477

retrieved profiles would tend to dry the model FG. The mean differences can478

reach up −15% between 600 and 800 hPa for the largest observation errors.479

For the FGclearOcloud scenes, the mean values are always positive which480

means that the assimilation of the retrieved profiles will tend to moisten the481
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atmosphere. The smaller the observation error is, the larger the moistening482

will be: the 1 K and 2 K curves can reach up 12% of mean relative humidity483

FG departure. On the contrary, the mean values for the 20 K observation484

error are close to zero, which means that the assimilation of these retrievals485

will have very little effect on the analysis. Overall, these results indicate486

that a small observation error will enhance the FG moistening in case of487

cloudy observations.488

When examining the standard deviations corresponding to the FGcloudOclear489

scenes (Figure 7-i-b), the curves show almost no dependency with observa-490

tion error and reach values up to 22% at 500 hPa. On the contrary, for491

the FGclearOcloud scenes, there is a clear decrease of the standard deviations492

when larger observation errors are prescribed. Indeed, with an observation493

error of 20 K the maximum value is 15% whereas with a 1 K error the494

standard deviation can reach 23 %.495

496 Fig. 7

From the above results, several conclusions can be drawn: small observa-497

tion errors lead to the best fits between Bayesian retrievals and observations.498

Compared to the FG relative humidity profiles, retrievals with a small ob-499

servation error either dry (FGcloudOclear) or moisten (FGclearOcloud) the at-500

mosphere with a similar magnitude in average of +/- 10 to 15 % between501

500 and 900 hPa.502
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On the contrary, larger observation errors tend to smooth the retrievals,503

with an overall degarded fit to observations.504

Differences of statistics between the WA and the ML estimators are not505

shown because (i) the ML estimator results do not vary with the obser-506

vation error, (ii) the ML estimator results are almost identical to the WA507

result with a 1 K error.508

509

4.3 Sensitivity to the channel selection510

a. Case study511

In this section, sensitivity studies to the channel selection have been un-512

dertaken. When considering the same case study as in section 4.1, the FG513

simulation (Figure 8-a) is very different from the observations (Figure 8-b).514

The hurricane structure of the FG appears more scattered with smaller scale515

structures than in the observations and the spiral bands are not well located.516

Three different Bayesian inversions with either one GMI frequency (18V or517

183±7 GHz) or all GMI frequencies are performed, the corresponding simu-518

lated brightness temperatures over Hurricane Maria are respectively shown519

in Figures 8-c, 8-d and 8-e.520

521

In the first case (Figure 8-c), the Hurricane structure retrieved with the522
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18.7V GHz GMI frequency is in good agreement with the observed one.523

Hence, the retrievals are well constrained for the low frequency 18V (Figure524

8-c-i) but it is not the case for the 183±7 GHz frequency (Figure 8-c-ii)525

exhibiting a rather different brightness temperature structure. The spiral526

bands are characterized by too warm brightness temperatures whereas a527

strong underestimation is noticeable at the South of the core of the system.528

Regarding the experiment using the 183±7 GHz GMI frequency in the in-529

version, one finds the opposite results (Figure 8-d). The retrieved bright-530

ness temperatures have a structure in agreement with the observed ones at531

183.31±7 GHz. On the contrary, when examining the retrieved structure at532

18.7V GHz, the strong observed contrast between warm brightness temper-533

atures in the cloudy regions and colder ones in clear sky regions is extremely534

blurred in the retrieval.535

Finally, using all frequencies in the inversion leads to good results when536

compared to both frequencies (Figure 8-e).537

538 Fig. 8

From this case study, the retrievals appear to be well constrained in terms539

of brightness temperatures for the frequencies used within the Bayesian in-540

version. However, they lead to rather poor simulations of other frequencies.541

This means that this retrieval process can hardly infer information over the542

whole atmospheric profile. Nevertheless, it has been noticed that when us-543
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ing all channels in the inversion the retrieved profiles are better constrained.544

In the following we examine if these conclusions are also valid over a larger545

sample.546

547

b. General results548

A set of 11 experiments, which consists of introducing progressively the549

high to low frequencies in the Bayesian inversion were performed over the550

2-month period.551

Statistics between retrieved and observed brightness temperatures for all552

experiments are shown Figure 9. The correlations for the FGclearOcloud553

scenes (Figure 9-ii) are, like in the previous sections, worse than for the554

FGcloudOclear scenes. Futhermore, they are low for the channels not used555

in the inversion and high for the other ones. For example, when using only556

high frequencies, the correlation coefficients are highly degraded for low557

frequencies with values down to 0.6 for the FGcloudOclear scenes and down558

to 0.35 FGclearOcloud scenes. When adding the low frequencies within the559

inversion the correlations increase progressively for both scenes. Only the560

23.8 GHz frequency coefficients are relatively high for all experiments on561

Figure 9-i-a but it was already the case for the initial innovations (Figure562

1-a).563
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564

The biases of retrieved brightness temperatures are well constrained for the565

FGcloudOclear scenes (Figure 9-i-b): below 4 K. For the opposite weather566

scenes (Figure 9-ii-b), the biases can reach -35 K for low frequencies when567

only high frequencies are used in the inversion. Finally, by using all fre-568

quencies, all biases are between -5 K and 5 K.569

570

The standard deviations of retrieved brightness temperatures (Figure 9-571

c) for the FGcloudOclear scenes display low values with all frequencies and572

increased ones for low frequency channels when only high frequencies are se-573

lected. For the FGclearOcloud scenes, the results are similar with larger stan-574

dard deviation values. The lowest value is 6 K while for the FGcloudOclear it575

is only 2 K. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the 18H GHz frequency576

channel reaches 31 K when only high frequencies are used.577

578 Fig. 9

In summary, the channels can be split in two sets having contrasted be-579

haviors: the frequencies below 37 GHz and those above. The best results580

for the high frequencies are obtained when using only high frequencies in581

the inversion. When adding low frequencies, correlations for these channels582

increase at the expense of slightly reduced correlations for high frequency583

channels.584
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585

If one now considers the statistics of RH departures in terms of bias and586

standard deviations shown in Figure 10, results for the FGcloudOclear scenes587

show almost no dependency with the number of channels considered in the588

inversion. The mean values are negative (leading to a model drying) and589

the standard deviation values can reach up to 22% between 300 and 600 hPa.590

591

For the FGclearOcloud scenes the results are significantly different (Figure592

10-ii). The mean values are positive, so the retrieved profiles will tend to593

moisten the atmosphere. However, the maximum value of the mean grad-594

ually decreases with height as more channels are added to the inversion.595

Hence, with only the 183±3 and 183±7 GHz frequencies, the maximum596

values are located around 400 hPa and are respectively of 9% and 6%.597

Whereas the experiment using all channels reaches a maximum of 12% at598

600 hPa. Moreover, when adding channels in the inversion, the mean rela-599

tive humidity FG departure becomes progressively higher at several pressure600

levels. Thus, the addition of low frequency channels in the inversion allows601

relative humidity to be more modified closer to the surface.602

603 Fig. 10

Figure 11 shows, with the ML estimator, the correlation coefficients be-604

tween retrieved and observed brightness temperatures for the experiment605
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set adding channels from 183.31 ± 7 to 18.7 GHz (Figure 11). The coeffi-606

cients bring similar conclusions than with the WA estimator (Figure 9-a).607

However it can be noticed that the coefficients for the low frequency channel608

of experiments using only frequencies ranging from 183.31± 7 to 89V GHz609

have smaller correlations with the ML estimator compared to the WA, for610

both category of scenes. The other statistics (biases and standard devia-611

tions) are very close to the WA estimator (not shown). Thus, the Bayesian612

inversion using the ML estimator seems less well constrained with a limited613

number of channels used than with the WA estimator.614

615 Fig. 11

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the above results. A large616

number of channels within the inversion allows to better constrain the re-617

trievals on the vertical unlike the experiments with a reduced set (as done618

by Duruisseau et al. (2019) only with 183 GHz channels). Indeed, the var-619

ious channel help to provide information at pressure levels where they are620

sensitive to either solid or liquid hydrometeors. Furthermore, the FG will621

be moisten more homogeneously on the vertical with a full set of channels622

for the FGclearOcloud scenes. For the other scenes, the FG will be dried623

out in the same way: the fact that no hydrometeors are present in the ob-624

served scenes lead to rather similar retrieved atmospheric profiles. Finally625

the ML estimator has degraded performances with a limited set of channels.626
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627

4.4 Sensitivity to scattering properties of hydrometeors628

Over the last decade, the radiative properties of frozen hydrometeors are a629

subject of research in the microwave assimilation community. Indeed, the630

scattering properties in the microwave depend strongly upon particle shape,631

density and size, which are extremely variable for solid hydrometeors within632

clouds. For the time being, the Météo-France data assimilation systems used633

with the RTTOV-SCATT model can only handle one particle shape and one634

particle size distribution per hydrometeor type, for all weather situations.635

Knowing the actual solid hydrometeor diversity, this represents a huge sim-636

plification of the atmosphere behavior (e.g. Schmitt et al., 2016). Hence,637

many studies have been undertaken and nowadays a number of databases638

provide radiative properties for a wide range of snow particles with vari-639

ous shapes and densities (e.g. Eriksson et al. 2018 ; Kneifel et al. 2020).640

In addition, the retrieval community is studying several methods to obtain641

information on hydrometeor diversity in the atmosphere from microwave642

observations and the assimilation community is just beginning to take into643

account this diversity in numerical models (e.g. Haddad et al. 2015). In this644

section, we examine the impact of the selection of radiative properties for645

hydrometeors onto the Bayesian inversion results. The Liu database (Liu,646
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2008) has been chosen because of its availability in the RTTOV-SCATT647

model and wide use in the community.648

649

The FG and observed brightness temperature distributions over the 2-month650

period are displayed on Figure 12 for each particle of the Liu database.651

In this Figure, one can note that the longest tails of distributions toward652

cold brightness temperatures are associated with particle shapes having the653

strongest scattering efficiency. For frequencies 18V and 23V GHz (Fig-654

ures 12-a and b), the distributions have a mode around 210 K and 250655

K respectively, corresponding to clear sky scenes and are skewed towards656

warmer temperatures up to 280 K, corresponding to the microwave emission657

of liquid hydrometeors. The occurences of simulated brightness tempera-658

tures between 210 K and 255 K for the 18V frequency and between 255 K659

and 280 K for the 23V frequency are smaller than the observed occurences.660

These channels being sensitive to rain, thus seem to indicate a lack of liquid661

precipitation in the AROME model forecasts, which was already highlighted662

in Faure et al. (2020). Additionally, the distributions for each particle re-663

main the same which is consistent with the fact that low frequencies are not664

sensitive to snow particles.665

For the 36.64 GHz frequency (Figure 12-c) the distributions have a mode666

around 220 K with a significant positive skewness as noticed for the lower667
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frequencies. On the other hand, for a number of particles (the most efficient668

scatterers) the distributions are skewed towards colder temperatures down669

to 170 K. This behavior is the signature of scattering by solid particles which670

seems to overcome the emission signature in these cases.671

For higher frequencies (89, 166 and 183 GHz) the distributions shown in672

Figures 12-d, e and f have a mode at warm temperatures (clear sky scenes)673

and a negative skewness associated with the scattering processes by frozen674

particles. Additionally, the observation distributions displayed in Figures675

12-d, e and f appear to reasonably match the sector snowflake distributions676

as well as the bullet rosettes distributions. These results is consistent with677

the use of the sector snowflake particle as the reference in RTTOV-SCATT678

as suggested by Geer and Baordo (2014).679

Furthermore, depending upon the choice of particle, the coldest simulated680

temperatures vary between 70 K and 150 K. Hence, it was choosen to rank681

particles according to their scattering efficiency to help the interpretation682

of the inversion results presented afterwards.683

684 Fig. 12

The Bayesian inversion has been run over the 2-month period with the 11685

particle shapes. It was found that the retrieved brightness temperatures are686

characterized by highly similar statistics (not shown). The retrieval algo-687

rithm always finds a combination of FG profiles which does match the ob-688
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servations in the brightness temperature space. Nonetheless, the underlying689

retrieved atmospheric profiles are rather different. The mean distributions690

of retrieved hydrometeor profiles for the FGclearOcloud scenes are displayed691

in Figure 13. It can be seen that the less efficient scattering particles tend692

to retrieve atmospheric profiles with the largest rain, snow and cloud ice693

water contents, as can be seen respectively on Figures 13-a, b and d.694

For example, the maximum of snow content means is 0.1 g/kg for one of695

the most efficient scattering particle shape, such as a block column, and696

at 0.65 g/kg for one of the least efficient scattering particle shape, such as697

the dendrite snowflake. For the mean retrieved cloud liquid water profiles698

shown in Figure 13-c, the behaviour is opposite. Indeed, the retrievals with699

the more efficient scattering particles are those containing the highest cloud700

liquid water content: up to 0.25 g/kg for the block column against 0.2 g/kg701

for dendrite snowflake. This suggests that the retrieval algorithm seeks to702

generate profiles with more rain, snow and cloud ice water but less cloud703

water for the less efficient scattering particles to match a cloudy observation.704

This might come from a lack of constrain on these microphysics species or705

a compensation effect which will need to be further investigated.706

707 Fig. 13

The statistics of relative humidity FG departures in terms of means and708

standard deviations are shown in Figure 14. The mean profiles for FGcloudOclear709
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scenes exhibit negative values leading to a drying of the atmosphere with710

variations in magnitude between 200 and 600 hPa. The most effective scat-711

tering particles lead to the largest atmospheric drying: for example, at 300712

hPa, the mean values for the block column and the dendrite snowflake parti-713

cles are respectively of -7% and -3%. For this category of scenes, one could714

have expected the particle shapes to have no effect on the retrieved pro-715

files, given the fact that clear sky profiles do not or contain very little snow716

amounts. The fact that is not the case indicates that the filtering of meteo-717

rological scenes, based on the 36.64 GHz frequencies, does not fully discard718

all cloudy scenes, especially the non-precipitating ice clouds. Futhermore,719

the different meteorological weather scenes have been defined thanks to the720

brightness temperatures simulated with the sector snowflake particle. An-721

other particle would have led to a different categorization but the filter722

based on the sector snowflake particle has been kept in order to compare723

an identical samples.724

For the FGclearOcloud scenes, the mean profiles are distributed towards pos-725

itive values leading to an atmospheric moistening. Additionally two behav-726

iors can be noticed:727

- Between around 200 and 600 hPa, the less effective scattering particles,728

like the dendrite snowflake, tend to further moisten the atmosphere than729

other particles. This behavior is consistent with the results shown in Figure730
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13: the less effective scattering particles will retrieve a larger amount of731

hydrometeors to reach the observed brightness temperatures.732

- Between around 600 and 900 hPa, the opposite behavior can be seen. The733

retrieval algorithm seeks to create a profile with further relative humidity734

in the lower layer for the more effective scattering particles. This is a con-735

sistent behavior with the mean distributions of retrieved cloud liquid water736

profiles displayed in Figure 13.737

738 Fig. 14

In conclusion, the choice of frozen particles within the observation operator739

has an important impact on retrieved relative humidity profiles. A most effi-740

cient scatterer will tend to reduce the profile moistening in the FGclearOcloud741

scenes. Opposite behaviour has been found over the mean distributions of742

the cloud liquid water profiles and over the mean distributions of relative743

humidity profiles in the lower layers. This will need further investigations744

for a deeper understanding of this effect. Finally, because a 1 K observation745

error was selected in the reference configuration, the results of statistics with746

the ML estimator (not shown) are similar to those with the WA estimator.747

5. Summary and Conclusions748

A number of sensitivity studies has been performed on various specifications749

of the ’1D-Bay+3D/4D-Var’ method over a 2-month period in 2017 with the750
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convective scale model AROME and GMI brightness temperatures from 18751

to 183 GHz. The following aspects have been examined (i) the observation752

errors, (ii) the channel selection, and (iii) the scattering radiative proper-753

ties of frozen hydrometeors in the observation operator. On top of assessing754

the impact of these specifications, two estimators have been compared: the755

mean of likelihood distribution (so called weighted average: WA) and the756

maximum value of this distribution (so called maximum likelihood: ML).757

758

Observation errors ranging from 1 K to 20 K have been tested for the in-759

version with the WA estimator. Large errors tend to smooth and dry the760

retrieved profiles, as well as producing less realistic hydrometeor profiles. In761

constrast, small observation error tend to retrieve profiles more consistent762

with observed brightness temperatures. Furthermore, with small errors, the763

retrieved profiles are similar with both estimators, the ML one being invari-764

ant to this parameter when using a covariance error matrix with single value765

along its diagonal. In a future study, dedicated diagnostics could be applied766

to estimate optimal parameters for the assimilation (e.g. Desroziers et al.,767

2005).768

769

Eleven experiments have been carried out regarding the channel selection.770

Compared to previous studies (Guerbette et al. 2016 and Duruisseau et771
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al. 2018), it was shown that the inversion does work with a larger set of772

channels. Adding low frequency channels to the inversion brings information773

on the low atmospheric layers of the atmosphere and leads to good quality774

retrievals as shown in the observation space. Moreover, the results highlight775

the usefulness of two groups of frequencies, the lower ones (from 18V to 36H776

GHz) and the higher ones (from 89V to 183±7 GHz). Using low and high777

frequencies allows to constrain the retrievals below and above the freezing778

level respectively.779

The inversion experiments were performed for each frozen hydrometeor780

shape from the Liu’s database of scattering properties ( Liu, 2008). The781

conclusions drawn from this study are that the simulated brightness tem-782

peratures of the retrieved profiles remain consistent with observed bright-783

ness temperatures with any of the scattering properties selected. However,784

depending on the choice of particle shape for snowfall representation, the785

retrieved atmospheric profiles can vary significantly at high levels (moister786

profiles for less efficient scatterers). Indeed, a weakly scattering particle787

leads to a retrieval with larger hydrometeor and relative humidity contents.788

The opposite behavior was also found for the cloud liquid water content and789

the relative humidity content at low levels and need further investigations.790

791

Finally, the ML and the WA estimators show differences over two cases:792
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ML does not depend on the observation error which is one strength of this793

estimator. However the fit to observations is degraded with ML when using794

a reduced number of channels.795

This study brings a number of perspectives for testing the GMI retrieval796

assimilation as well as retrievals from other instruments of the GPM con-797

stellation.798

First, the sensitivity study on the observation error highlighted the benefit799

of considering low values. Then, depending on the instrument frequencies800

selected in the Bayesian inversion, the resulting relative humidity profiles801

should be filtered out vertically. This will allow the assimilation of relative802

humidity in the 3D-Var or in the 4D-Var only at relevant pressure levels. To803

assess the quality of the retrievals, an independent validation would be to804

compare them with reflectivity profiles from the Dual frequency Precipita-805

tion Radar onboard the GPM Core satellite. Then, the Bayesian inversion806

could be enhanced by additional channels. In particular, the use of tempera-807

ture sounding channels will be investigated in the future to better constrain808

the retrievals. The MicroMas instruments onboard Time-Resolved Obser-809

vations of Precipitation structure and storm Intensity with a Constellation810

of Smallsats (TROPICS) could be used to conduct such study (Blackwell811

et al. 2012).812

The sensitivity study on the radiative properties highlighted that, as in813
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the direct assimilation methods, it is important to optimize the radiative814

properties within the observation operator. One interesting feature of the815

Bayesian inversion over the direct assimilation of brightness temperatures816

is that it is possible to use several different radiative properties within the817

inversion thus extending the database of profiles. This possibility will be818

tested in a future study.819

Finally, the maximum likelihood estimator shows both advantages and dis-820

advantages over the weighted mean estimator.821

Therefore, further comparisons will be perfomed and evaluated within as-822

similation experiments. One interesting feature of the Bayesian inversion823

is that it is possible to use different radiative properties of hydrometeors824

within the inversion by extending the database of simulated profiles. This825

option can be used both with the WA and ML estimators. This will be the826

subject of future research to further explore how the variability of hydrom-827

eteor shapes and distributions observed in nature can be represented within828

a data assimilation system.829
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Fig. 1: (a): Correlation coefficients, (b) bias and (c) standard deviation
distributions of GMI brightness temperature differences between the obser-
vations and the FG, uncorrected of the clear sky bias. Column (i) rep-
resents the results for experiment FGcloudOclear and column (ii) those for
FGclearOcloud. Stars indicate results which are not significative at 95% level.
Statistics computed over the two-month period from september to october
2017.
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Fig. 2: a, b, c, d, e - FG brightness temperature simulations of the Maria
hurricane reaching the West Indies on September 18th, 2017 for the 18H
GHz frequency. Inversion weights are represented as the filling fraction of
the black boxes for an observation error equals to 1 K, 2 K, 5 K, 10 K
and 20 K, respectively figures a, b, c, d, and e. f - GMI observations of
the Hurricane with the 18H GHz frequency. The selected observations is
represented by the black cross. On this figure, the black boxes are filled
according to the magnitude of their normalized weight.
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Fig. 3: (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e): Cumulated histograms of the weights from
the Bayesian inversion for the case study by bins of relative humidity of 5%
at 713 hPa for an observation error of respectively 1 K, 2 K, 5 K, 10 K and
20 K. The gray, blue and red arrows respectively indicate the values of the
FG relative humidity and the WA and the ML retrieved relative humidity.
(a) to (c) the blue and red arrows are identical.
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Fig. 4: (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f): Case study atmospheric profiles of the
relative humidity, cloud fraction, rain, snow, cloud liquid water and cloud
ice water for the FG in gray, the WA retrieval in blue and the ML retrieval
in dotted red with an observation error equal to 1 K. (g): GMI brightness
temperatures are represented by a black square for the observations, by a
gray circle for the FG, by a blue triangle for the WA retrievals and by a red
triangle for the ML retrievals with the same observation error.
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Fig. 5: Same as Figure 4, with an observation error of 20 K.
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Fig. 6: (a): Correlation coefficient, (b) bias and standard deviation distribu-
tions of GMI brightness temperature differences between the observations
and the WA experiments, uncorrected of the clear sky bias, for observation
errors equal to 1 K, 2 K, 5 K, 10 K and 20 K. Column (i) represents the
results for experiment FGcloudOclear and column (ii) those for FGclearOcloud.
Statistics are computed over the two-month period from september to oc-
tober 2017.
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Fig. 7: (a) and (b): Mean and standard deviation distributions of the rel-
ative humidity differences between the WA experiments and the FG for
observation errors equal to 1 K, 2 K, 5 K, 10 K and 20 K. Column (i) rep-
resents the results for the experience FGcloudOclear and column (ii) those
for FGclearOcloud. Statistics are computed over the two-month period from
september to october 2017.
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Fig. 8: GMI brightness temperatures of Hurricane Maria in September 18th,
2017 (a): FG simulations, (b): observations, (c): WA retrieved simulations
with the use of only the 18.7V GHz frequency in the inversion, (d): WA
retrieved brightness temperature simulations with the use of only the 183±7
GHz frequency in the inversion and (e): WA retrieved simulations with the
use of all GMI frequencies in the inversion, for channel 18.7V GHz column
(i) and for channel 183±7 GHz column (ii).
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Fig. 9: (a): Correlation coefficient, (b) bias and (c) standard deviation
distributions of GMI brightness temperature differences between the WA
experiments and the observations, uncorrected of the clear sky bias, adding
channels from 183±7 GHz to 18.7V GHz. Column (i) represents the results
for experiment FGcloudOclear and column (ii) those for FGclearOcloud. Each
color corresponds to an experiment with adding channels, the curves are
also thicker with the increase in the number of channels. Statistics are
computed over the two-month period from september to october 2017.
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Fig. 10: (a) and (b): Mean and standard deviation distributions of the rel-
ative humidity differences between the WA experiments and the FG adding
channels from 183±7 GHz to 18.7V GHz. Column (i) represents the results
for experiment FGcloudOclear and column (ii) those for FGclearOcloud. As
in Figure 9, curves are drawn thicker with the number of channels increas-
ing. Statistics are computed over the two-month period from september to
october 2017.
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Fig. 11: Correlation coefficient between the observations (GMI brightness
temperatures) and the ML experiments adding channels from 183±7 GHz to
18.7V GHz. Column (i) represents the results for experiment FGcloudOclear

and column (ii) those for FGclearOcloud. As in Figure 9, curves are drawn
thicker with the number of channels increasing. Statistics are computed
over the two-month period from september to october 2017.
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Fig. 12: (a) to (f): Distributions of GMI FG brightness temperatures for
each particle at frequency 18.7V GHz (a), 23.8V GHz (b), 36.64V GHz (c),
89V GHz (d), 166V GHz (e) and 183.31±7 GHz (f). Statistics computed
over the two-month period from september to october 2017.
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Fig. 13: Mean retrieved profiles of (a) rain, (b) snow, (c) cloud liquid water
and (d) cloud ice water for the various particles in the Liu table (2008) for
FGclearOcloud scenes. Statistics are computed over the two-month period
from september to october 2017.
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Fig. 14: Mean distributions of relative humidity differences between the FG
and the WA experiments for particles from the Liu database (2008). Column
(i) represents the results for the experiment FGcloudOclear and column (ii)
those for FGclearOcloud. Statistics are computed over the two-month period
from september to october 2017.
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ID Central Bandwidth Polarization Ne∆T Viewing IFOV Superobbed Clear Sky
Frequency Angle Resolution Bias

of FG
departures

(GHz) (MHz) (K) (◦) (km) (◦) (K)
1 10.65 100 V 0.96 52.8 19×32 / /
2 10.65 100 H 0.96 52.8 19×32 / /
3 18.7 200 V 0.84 52.8 11× 18 0.1 × 0.1 -0.65
4 18.7 200 H 0.84 52.8 11× 18 0.1 × 0.1 0.09
5 23.8 400 V 1.05 52.8 9.2 × 15 0.1 × 0.1 -0.92
6 36.64 1000 V 0.65 52.8 8.6 × 14 0.1 × 0.1 0.02
7 36.64 1000 H 0.65 52.8 8.6 × 14 0.1 × 0.1 -0.96
8 89.0 6000 V 0.57 52.8 4.4 × 7.2 0.1 × 0.1 0.33
9 89.0 6000 H 0.57 52.8 4.4 × 7.2 0.1 × 0.1 -0.29
10 166 4000 V 1.5 49.1 4.4 × 7.2 0.1 × 0.1 -0.4
11 166 4000 H 1.5 49.1 4.4 × 7.2 0.1 × 0.1 -0.2
12 183.3±3 2000 V 1.5 49.1 4.4 × 7.2 0.1 × 0.1 0.39
13 183.3±7 2000 V 1.5 49.1 4.4 × 7.2 0.1 × 0.1 -0.66

Table 1: List of GMI channels with several instrument characteristics rel-
evant for the study including the radiometric accuracy and the selected
superobbing resolution (Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). IFOV denotes the
Instateneous Fields of View and Ne∆T the Noise Equivalent Delta Temper-
ature.
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Hydrometeors Particle size Single emission/absorption/scattering
distribution Radiative properties

Rain Marshall-Palmer Mie sphere
Snow Field et al. (2007), Discrete Dipole Approximations (DDA)

Tropical regions 11 different shapes from Liu (2008)
Cloud liquid water Modified Gamma Mie sphere

Cloud ice water Modified Gamma Mie sphere

Table 2: RTTOV-SCATT configurations selected for simulating GMI within
the AROME model.
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Degrees of freedom Reference Experiments
The observation 1 K 2 K

error 5 K

σ 10 K
20 K

GMI channels All channels from 18.7 Adding channels from 183.3±7
to 183.3±7 to 18.7 GHz

Radiative properties Sector Snowflake Long Column
for snow particle Short Column

Block Column
Thick Plate
Thin Plate

Rosette 3-bullet
Rosette 4-bullet
Rosette 5-bullet
Rosette 6-bullet

Dendrite Snowflake

Table 3: Parameter values for the experiments and the reference.
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Oclear Ocloud Total
FGclear 207308 8440 215748
FGcloud 3218 2291 5509
Total 210526 10731 221257

Table 4: Number of cases of the meteorological scenes comparing FG profiles
and GMI observations over a two-month period based over the P37 index
and brightness temperatures simulated with the sector snowflake particle in
the Liu database. FGclear and FGcloud denote respectively a clear profile
and a cloudy profile in the FG. Oclear and Ocloud denote respectively a clear
and a cloudy GMI observation.
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